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**Presentation Objectives**

#1 - Evolution of the Trauma Cycle

- Describe four important points related to the epidemiology of trauma
- Discuss trauma system development
- Discuss the evolution of trauma nursing in regard to the impact on trauma system development

#2 - Injury Prevention

- Discuss the history of injury prevention activities
- Describe the process for program development
- Identify the components of injury prevention evaluation
- Discuss ideas for injury prevention activities in one's own community

#3 - Trauma Rehabilitation

- Provide an operational definition of trauma rehabilitation
- Provide an overview of the history of trauma rehabilitation
- Define the populations of patients requiring trauma rehabilitation
- Discuss current issues in trauma rehabilitation: funding, acceptance of disabled, trauma prevention
- Review the role of the trauma rehabilitation nurse
- Understand components of the rehabilitation team
- Demonstrate awareness of factors influencing rehabilitation potential
- Describe the differences in rehabilitation settings: inpatient, outpatient, and residential/home-based
- Discuss the differences in approach to rehabilitation across the continuum of care

#4 - Mechanism of Injury

- Describe the risk of injury
- Understand the effect of injury on society
- Understand how knowledge of the mechanism of injury assists in patient evaluation
- Compare blunt trauma injury patterns to penetrating trauma injuries
- Describe the incidence of traumatic brain injuries
- Describe the incidence of spinal injuries
- Describe the biomechanics of fractures and injury patterns
#5 - Shock and Multiple Organ Dysfunction Syndrome

- Identify shock categories and their various presentations in the trauma patient
- Describe phases of shock state regardless of pathology
- Recognize compensatory changes in hemorrhage
- Discuss defects in cellular signaling leading to SIRS and MODS and their management in trauma
- Summarize interventions that positively influence resuscitation outcomes

#6 - Initial Management of Traumatic Shock

- Define shock
- Discuss types of shock
- Describe the four classes of shock & associated clinical signs and symptoms
- Recognize clinical indicators for endpoints of resuscitation
- Discuss the components of the trauma resuscitation primary survey and associated interventions
- Prioritize treatment goals in the management of the patient in hypovolemic (hemorrhagic) shock
- List the fluid options for treating volume deficit in the resuscitation phase

#7 – Analgesia, Sedation and Neuromuscular Blockade

- Define pain
- Describe mechanisms of pain
- Describe physiologic effects of pain
- Identify indications for sedation
- Identify appropriate agents for pain management and sedation
- Describe appropriate nonpharmacologic interventions for pain and sedation management
- Describe the normal physiologic response of the neuromuscular junction
- Discuss the indications for neuromuscular blockade in the trauma patient
- Explain nursing assessment and monitoring of the chemically paralyzed patient
- Describe assessment of analgesia and sedation in trauma patients throughout all phases of care
- Identify age appropriate pain assessment tools for use throughout the trauma care continuum
- Describe analgesia and sedation considerations in select patient populations
#8 - Psychosocial Impact of Trauma

- Define crisis
- List three critical factors of crisis
- Differentiate between family and patient perception of crisis
- Discuss post traumatic stress syndrome

#9 - Traumatic Brain Injuries

- Identify the functional anatomy of the brain and how traumatic brain injury (TBI) affects it
- Describe the neurological assessment of the TBI patient
- Explain management strategies which reduce the risk of secondary injury to the brain following TBI

#10 - Maxillofacial and Ocular Injuries

- Discuss assessment priorities for a patient with maxillofacial trauma
- Prioritize the care of a patient with facial injuries
- Discuss psychosocial support for a patient with maxillofacial injuries

#11 - Spinal Cord Injuries

- Define the types of spinal cord injury
- Identify the signs and symptoms of acute spinal cord injury
- Discuss the systemic sequelae of spinal cord injury through the cycle of trauma
- State the standard medical and nursing modalities for the management of spinal cord injury

#12 - Thoracic Injuries

- Explain the importance of “mechanism of injury” related to thoracic trauma
- Identify treatments for thoracic injuries
- Discuss the nursing management of patients with thoracic injuries
- Develop a plan of care for the patient experiencing a thoracic injury
#13 - Abdominal Injuries

- Describe the mechanisms of injury for abdominal trauma
- State appropriate assessment and diagnostic studies for the patient with abdominal trauma
- Discuss various injuries of the abdomen
- Describe complications of abdominal trauma
- Discuss nursing care and list appropriate interventions for patients with abdominal trauma through the continuum of care

#14 - Genitourinary Injuries and Renal Management

- Describe the mechanisms of injury for genitourinary (GU) trauma
- Identify the appropriate physical assessment and diagnostic studies for ongoing assessment of the GU injured patient
- List interventions appropriate during the critical care phase of injury for GU injured patients
- Identify interventions for GU injured patients in the intermediate phase of care
- Differentiate between the pathophysiology of prerenal, intrarenal, and postrenal failure
- Describe the clinical presentation of the patient in acute renal failure and list treatment strategies
- Compare and contrast hemodialysis, peritoneal dialysis, and continuous renal replacement therapies

#15 - Musculoskeletal Injuries

- Review the anatomy of the musculoskeletal system
- Discuss the phases of musculoskeletal trauma care: resuscitation, operative, critical care, and rehabilitation
- Describe the classification of musculoskeletal injuries
- Discuss the general management principles in caring for musculoskeletal injuries
- Discuss complication management principles involving musculoskeletal trauma

#16 - Soft Tissue Injuries and Wound Healing

- Describe soft tissue anatomical structures
- Describe the various types of soft tissue injuries
- Discuss wound assessment and management considerations from time of the injury through complete healing of the wound
#17 - The Pregnant Trauma Patient
- Discuss the epidemiology of trauma as it relates to the pregnant woman
- Identify physiologic and anatomic changes in pregnancy that affect maternal assessment after traumatic injury
- Describe key elements in the clinical management of the pregnant trauma patient from the resuscitation phase through rehabilitation

#18 - Pediatric trauma
- Explain unique characteristics related to pediatric trauma care
- Describe management considerations for the pediatric trauma patient
- Describe assessment strategies in caring for critically injured child

#19 - Trauma in the Elderly
- Analyze factors that increase injury susceptibility and severity in the elderly population
- Describe management strategies that promote optimal trauma care for elderly patients

#20 - Burn Injuries
- Discuss the care of the burn injured patient
- Outline major pathophysiologic changes associated with burns
- Discuss appropriate medical and nursing management of the patient with burn injuries

#21 - Substance Abuse and Interpersonal Violence
- Describe the epidemiology of substance abuse and injury
- Discuss the clinical issues and management involved in caring for patients with substance abuse
- Define intimate partner violence
- Discuss the care issues involved in caring for victims of intimate partner violence
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